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Test Aa: * +,+,+,+ * All values are defaults || keyone’s value: +
Test Ba: * +,+,+,+ * All values are defaults || keyone’s value: +
Test Ca: * +,+,a,+ * At least one value is set || keyone’s value: +
Test Da: * b,+ ,a,+ * At least one value is set || keyone’s value: not ‘+’

Test Ab: * b,+ ,a,+ * At least one value is set || keyone’s value: not ‘+’
Test Bb: * +,+,+,+ * All values are defaults || keyone’s value: +
Test Cb: * +,+,a,+ * At least one value is set || keyone’s value: +
Test Db: * b,+ ,a,+ * At least one value is set || keyone’s value: not ‘+’